Dickinson, this book shows how the war took imaginative shape across, and even beyond, the nineteenth century, infl ecting literary forms and expressions for decades after 1865. Th ese writers, Marrs demonstrates, are best understood not as antebellum or postbellum fi gures but as transbellum authors who cipher their later experiences through their wartime impressions and prewar ideals. Th is book is a bold, revisionary contribution to debates about temporality, periodization, and the shape of American literary history.
Th is book also owes much to my fellow Americanists scattered around the globe, in the intellectual archipelagoes that make up our scholarly world. Philip Barnard and Dorice Williams Elliott fi rst showed me how to read closely and widely. My collaborations with Christopher Hager, both past and present, have shaped this book and enriched my life.
Nineteenth-Century American Literature and the Long Civil
War is in many respects but a long-winded "thank you" to Chris. Coleman Hutchison, who was one of my readers, provided a brilliant response that has strengthened and sharpened my arguments; and another reader, whom I don't know, provided incisive feedback for which I'm grateful. Th e later parts of Chapter 3 grew out of a talk I gave at Emory University. For that, I owe a hearty thanks to Munia Bhaumik, Michael Elliott, Michael Moon, and Benjamin Reiss. Ian Finseth and Eliza Richards also responded to early, embryonic parts of this book, and their thoughts have anchored my own. I've also benefi ted, in one way or another, from the intelligence, kindness, and camaraderie of scholars far and wide. People like John Bryant, Kathleen Diffl ey, Betsy Erkkila, Jennifer Greiman, Jeff rey Insko, Michael Jonik, Robert S. Levine, Timothy Marr, Justine Murison, Michelle Neely, Basem Ra'ad, Matthew Rebhorn, Julia Stern, Ivy Wilson, and Brian Yothers make me feel lucky to be part of this profession. I also want to thank Ray Ryan and Ross Posnock for their enthusiastic support of this project, and Caitlin Gallagher, who has skillfully guided me through the production process.
Last, but certainly not least, I thank my family for all that they have given me, and for all that they continue to give. My parents, Betty and Monte, encouraged me to dream, read, and write, even when it seemed incredibly impractical. My extended family -Jay, Kim, Don, and Lyndahave been unfailingly kind and bighearted. But I owe a special thanks, one that I cannot even begin to put into words, to Kristin, Harper, and Caleb, to whom this book is dedicated. You -each of you -are my world and my cosmos. Anything worth doing must be done with love, and I have that in spectacular abundance, thanks to you.
